Agenda
CALS Curriculum Committee Meeting
Tuesday, June 7, 2010, 10-11:30 a.m.
250 Agricultural Hall

Members: ___ Stier (Chair) ___ Bednarek ___ Bohnhoff ___ Pelegri
___ Grummer ___ Howell ___ Paustian ___ Kurtz ___ Scheufele

CALS Ex Officio: ___ Pfatteicher
CASI Ex Officio: ___ Gillian-Daniels

Student: ___ Verbeten
Office: ___ Gisler ___ Martin

Approve April 6th, April 20th, May 4th meeting minutes – 10 min
(n.b., May 18th minutes will need to be approved in September)

COURSE PROPOSALS – 30 min

Course Change Proposals

BIOCHEMISTRY 625: Coenzymes and Cofactors in Enzymology    Lead: Pfatteicher
Request: correct typo in originally listed prerequisite

New Course Proposal

LSC 370: Communication in Life Science Industries    Lead: Scheufele

LSC 280: Research Methods in the Communication Industry    Lead: Scheufele
Came through Curric Cmte on 4/20 as LSC 305, sent back for rework

LSC 285: Science, Media, and Society    Lead: Scheufele
Came through Curric Cmte on 4/20 as LSC 310, sent back for rework

LSC 625: Risk Communication    Lead: Scheufele
Came through Curric Cmte on 4/20, sent back for rework

NEW BUSINESS – 50 min

- TA allocations from MIU proposal (update)

- CALS degree program development
  - PA hired-Maria Stubbings
  - Review new curriculum template & detailed timeline for summer
  - Role of curriculum committee in reviewing major requirements